Objectives: To analyze the content of publications within the medical Natural Language Processing (NLP) domain in 2018. Methods: Automatic and manual pre-selection of publications to be reviewed, and selection of the best NLP papers of the year. Analysis of the important issues. Results: Two best papers have been selected this year. One dedicated to the generation of multi-documents summaries and another dedicated to the generation of imaging reports. We also proposed an analysis of the content of main research trends of NLP publications in 2018.
Introduction
Natural Language Processing (NLP) aims at providing methods, tools, and resources designed in order to mine textual and narrative documents, and to make it possible to access the information they convey [1, 2] . We consider as relevant, any research based on NLP, either using new or current methods, or producing new results. This year, we also focused on NLP methods used in applications, such as those described in the two best papers we selected: the automatic summarization of several documents using clustering of sentences [3] , and the automatic generation of medical imaging reports [4] .
Among the languages processed, the main place is occupied by the English language, certainly because the resources (corpora, reference-annotated data, lexica, terminologies, etc.) are mainly available for this language, and also because it is often easier to publish the research work done on the English data. This language is indeed managed and understood by all the research community. Yet, works on data from other languages can also be found. Among the pre-selected publications, we can for instance mention: Chinese, addressed through the manually annotated dataset containing 540 breast radiology reports [5] ; Italian, addressed through 5,432 non-annotated medical reports belonging to patients with rare arrhythmias and the manually curated hospital database [6] ; French, addressed for detecting medical events as an epidemiological purpose [7] , or through the clinical data warehouse for thousands of patients [8] ;
Japanese, addressed through the data set of 5,000 patient pharmacovigilance complaints [9] ; and Korean, addressed through 30 rheumatic patients discharge summaries annotated with temporal information [10] . Besides, non-clinical data have been used in Spanish and English for the building of vocabulary useful for patients to better understand the medical and health information in these languages [11] . In almost all these works, the corpora built and annotated are proprietary and can only be used by the teams that built them in collaboration with their clinical colleagues.
As can be seen from this rapid survey, the published research work may be limited by the availability or non-availability of resources in a given language. This is certainly the main reason that motivated works which purpose is to make available health and medical data close to clinical data. We can mention two kinds of works, done in German and French:
• The exploitation of clinical cases written by medical professionals for educational purposes and published in medical scientific literature [12, 13] . In this way, patients privacy concerns are removed since no real, concrete individuals are addressed; • The software for trustful reconstruction of corpus copies [12] . This may be achieved by extracting well-specified text fragments from e-books and assembling, on demand, identical copies of the same text corpus. In this way, the risk of ethical violation is removed since no physical corpus is distributed.
About the Selection Process
In order to retrieve all papers published in 2018 in the field of Natural Language Processing, we queried two databases: Medline, specifically dedicated to the biomedical domain, and the ACL (Association for Computational Linguistics) anthology, a database that brings together the major NLP conferences (ACL, International Conference on Computational Linguistics (COLING), European Chapter of the ACL (EACL), Empirical Methods in NLP (EMNLP), International Joint Conference on NLP (IJCNLP), Language Resources and Evaluation (LREC), North American Chapter of the ACL (NAACL), etc.) and journals (CL, Transactions of the ACL).
We applied a basic query on Medline ( Figure 1 ) to target all journal papers published in English in 2018, having abstract, and composed of sequences "clinical language processing" or "medical language processing" or "natural language processing". As of 2019, February 1 st , we collected 435 entries. We applied a similar query on the ACL anthology database and collected 130 entries. In order to process those 565 papers, since some of these papers are not related to NLP despite the use of one of the three previously defined sequences, we considered positive and negative filters.
A first set of filters was applied to names of journal, based on both full name and concepts found in the name: a positive score was given to main journals where biomedical NLP work is published (Biomedical informatics insights, IJMI, JAMIA, JBI, BMJ bioinformatics) while a negative score was given to journals that do not concern NLP but are mainly related to cognitive studies or communication disorders (Human brain mapping, Frontiers in neuroscience, communication disorders, etc.).
A second set of filters was used for concepts mainly found in both title and abstract of papers. A positive score was given to concepts generally found in papers related to NLP; those concepts may concern objectives, resources, tools, methods, and evaluation metrics (named entity recognition, part of speech, tagged words, EHR, Pubmed, Social Media, CRF, F1-score, etc.). A negative score was given to concepts used in studies about disorders involving anatomical parts or language abilities (language production or comprehension, cortex, chemical fragment, pMMRs, etc.) or to papers claiming at using NLP while it was limited to the analysis of tools results rather than improvements made to NLP methods.
For each of the 565 papers, the final score ranked from 0.05 to 0.95 (cf. Figure 2) .
We used this score as a meta-element in the best papers selection. Hence, both section editors independently browsed abstracts, keywords, and automatic scores, and gave a Yes / Maybe / No score for each paper. As a result, 112 candidates were kept (19%). We then performed an adjudication process focusing on the geographic origin of papers so as to provide a diversity: out of the 15 selected best papers, eight came from the USA, two from Italy, and one from France, Iran, China, South Korea and Japan.
Results
The issue on the robustness of methods and results has become increasingly important in the NLP domain. This concern can be observed through several facts: making available the medical and health corpora as described in previous section [12, 13] ; and working with different methods for a given task, and in cross-domain or cross-language contexts, as will be presented in this section.
Hence, in one work on Chinese, the researchers worked with breast radiology reports [5] . The purpose was to extract BI-RADS finding categories from these reports. The researchers developed and compared three different types of NLP approaches, including a rule-based method, a traditional machine learning-based method using the Conditional Random Fields (CRF) algorithm, and deep learning-based approaches. On a manually annotated dataset with 540 reports, the evaluation shows that the deep learning-based method achieved the best F1-score of 0.904, when compared with rulebased and CRF-based approaches (0.848 and 0.881, respectively). Similar issue was addressed for the drug safety surveillance in electronic health records in English through the use of classical learning (Support Vector Machines (SVMs)) and deep learning [14] . On the expert-annotated corpus with 791 Electronic Health Record (EHR) notes, the SVM model achieved the best average F1score of 89.1% on test data, outperforming the long short-term memory (LSTM) model with attention (F1-score of 65.72%) as well as the rule induction baseline system (F1score of 7.47%).
From another point of view, the researchers studied the problem of cross-domain and cross-language validity of methods and models. Since medical records are written by clinicians from different specialties, the named entity recognition (NER) may be complicated. Hence, the authors proposed a label-aware double transfer-learning framework (La-DTL) for cross-specialty NER, so that a medical NER system designed for one specialty could be conveniently applied to another one with minimal annotation efforts [15] . The transferability is guaranteed by two components: (i) label-aware Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) for feature representation transfer, and (ii) parameter transfer with a theoretical upper bound which is also label aware. The results demonstrated that La-DTL provides consistent accuracy improvement over strong baselines. Besides, in a cross-language context, the researchers developed an ontology-based approach for the identification of events and their attributes in medical reports written in Italian [6] , and they tested the approach on English documents. It showed above 90% precision on Italian and promising results in English.
Natural Language Processing and Application Contexts
We observed that in several publications, NLP methods and tools were used to investigate the issues relevant for other domains and applications, such as information retrieval, speech pathology, or generation of imaging reports. We assume that this is a very interesting observation because it indicates that NLP methods and tools are becoming mature and usable in different application contexts.
The already mentioned work by Viani et al., [6] aims to identify events and their attributes from episodes of care in medical reports written in Italian. The information retrieval approach exploits a non-annotated corpus of medical reports of patients with rare arrhythmias, a domain-specific ontology that includes the events and attributes to be extracted, and a rule-based NLP system. The evaluation is performed on an independent test set containing manually curated hospital database, which stores most of the information written in reports. The proposed approach shows above 90% precision for most considered clinical events.
In another work, NLP tools and resources are exploited as early, non-invasive biomarkers for the identification of "pre-clinical" Alzheimer's disease and other dementias [16] . Indeed, recent studies suggested that speech alterations might be one of the earliest signs of cognitive decline. Since traditional neuropsychological language tests provide ambiguous results, the authors propose to analyse the spoken language productions using NLP techniques and, in this way, pinpoint language modifications of patients. Ninety-six participants were enrolled (48 healthy controls and 48 cognitively impaired participants). Each subject underwent a brief neuropsychological screening. The spontaneous speech during three tasks (describing a complex picture, a typical working day, and recalling a last remembered dream) was then recorded, transcribed, and annotated at various linguistic levels. A multidimensional parameter computation was performed by a quantitative analysis of spoken texts, computing rhythmic, acoustic, lexical, morpho-syntactic, and syntactic features. The results showed significant differences between controls and impaired participants: in the linguistic experiments, a number of features regarding lexical, acoustic, and syntactic aspects were significant. The authors concluded that this was a promising issue for the identification of pre-clinical stages of dementia.
Original Issues
The 2018 pre-selection of publications shows several original issues addressed by the researchers. One such issue is dedicated to the health literacy of people and the simplification of texts in order to help patients maintain good health and manage their diseases. Yet, medical educational texts are often written beyond the reading level of the average individual. One work proposes to isolate particularly difficult terms within documents and to replace them with easier synonyms or explanations in plain language [11] . The main accent is put on the automatic generation of explanations for difficult terms in English and Spanish. The proposed algorithm (SubSimplify) uses word-level parsing techniques and specialized medical affix dictionaries to identify the morphological units of terms and then source their definitions. For the evaluation, the authors extracted 400 difficult terms. For English terms, they compared SubSimplify explanations with the explanations from the Consumer Health Vocabulary, WordNet Synonyms and Summaries, as well as Word Embedding Vector (WEV) synonyms. For Spanish terms, they compared the explanations to WordNet Summaries and WEV synonyms. The vocabulary was also evaluated for quality, coverage, and usefulness of the simplification, for which the proposed resource outperforms all existing written resources. In another work, researchers propose to link medical terms to lay definitions [17] . The proposed system NoteAid incorporates two core components: CoDeMed, a lexical resource of lay definitions for medical terms, and MedLink, a computational unit that links medical terms to lay definitions. Ten physicians evaluated the user interface and the content quality of the system. The results indicate that the system is easy to use, has good visual display, has satisfactory system speed, and proposes adequate lay definitions.
Another issue addresses the generation of misspellings for a better mining of noisy health-related texts such as those provided by social media [18] . Health-related terms are indeed often misspelled there, resulting in the exclusion of relevant data for studies. The authors propose a system that automatically generates common misspellings for complex health-related terms. The spelling variant generator relies on a dense vector model learned from large, unlabeled text, which is used to find semantically close terms to the original keyword, followed by the filtering of terms that are lexically dissimilar beyond a given threshold. This system outperforms the current state-of-the-art medication name variant generator with best F1-score of 0.69 and F14-score of 0.78. Extrinsic evaluation of the system on a set of cancer-related terms demonstrated an increase of over 67% in retrieval rate from Twitter posts when the generated variants were included.
Yet another interesting issue proposes to detect novel and emerging drug terms in social media [19] . This work is motivated by the rapid development of new psychoactive substances and changes in the use of more traditional drugs. Researchers propose to use distributed word-vector embeddings trained on social media data to uncover drug terms previously unknown to researchers. For instance, for the term marijuana a list of 200 candidate terms for the target substance was produced. Among them, 115 were considered to be related to marijuana (65 terms for the substance itself, 50 terms for paraphernalia), and 30 terms were fully new to the experts.
Papers with an Emphasis on Methods
Several works design less common methods and approaches. In one work, the graph representation of information and data may bring new insights into already known facts. It can help in the identification of previously unknown treatment and of causal relations between biomedical entities [20] . The method is based on the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) relations (7,000 treats and 2,918 causes relations), the graph pattern features (paths) extracted from the SemMedDB graph, and logistic regression and decision tree models. The two models predict treats and causes relations with high F-scores of 99% and 90%, respectively, while the logistic regression model coefficients help to identify highly discriminative patterns. In the second work, co-occurrence graphs are exploited for word sense disambiguation [21] . The knowledge comes from the context of the ambiguous terms and not from the UMLS. The authors work with PubMed abstracts and the personalized Pag-eRank algorithm. Their system outperforms state-of-the-art knowledge-based systems, obtaining more than 10% of accuracy improvement in some cases.
The word embeddings permit to generate semantic representations and vectors for terms. A comparison between the embeddings trained on various resources (clinical notes, biomedical publications, Wikipedia, and news) is proposed [22] . The qualitative evaluation is done manually analyzing the five most similar words computed by embeddings for each term, while the quantitative evaluation measures the capacity to capture the semantic similarity between medical terms, and to improve the results of several biomedical NLP applications. Most of the evaluation shows the efficiency of the word embeddings trained on data from EHRs. Since medical terms are usually composed of several words, it also becomes important to propose and evaluate aggregation methods for multi-word terms, such as summation of component word vectors, mean of component word vectors, direct construction of compound term vectors using the compoundify tool, and direct construction of concept vectors using the MetaMap tool [23] . This work is positioned within the task of semantic similarity and relatedness in the biomedical domain. Besides, word embeddings are exploited in a great variety of works, such as for the detection of novel and emerging drug terms [19] or for the simplification [11] . It was also noted that the quality of word embeddings can be improved through the combination of corpora and knowledge bases [24] .
When addressing more standard issues, methods involved often show mature results and permit to go further in the investigation of research questions. The clinical documents, mainly in English, continue to be widely exploited when looking for various types of information, such as the identification of health outcomes [25] , adverse drug events [9, 26, 27] , diagnostic criteria for autism spectrum disorders [28] , sentiment analysis through the subjective expressions made by clinicians [29] , similar clinical notes [30] , or temporal segmentation in patient histories [10] . According to the tasks aimed, different approaches are exploited (machine learning and deep learning, rule-based). On the other side, patient-generated texts from social media are used for managing patient expression and for concept normalization [31] , for mining suicide risk [32] , for detecting novel and emerging drug terms [19] , for mining rare health-related events related to birth defects [33] , or for detecting the topics addressed by patients in breast cancer forum [34] . Different approaches are exploited but rule-based approaches remain frequent for huge amount of data.
Concluding Remarks
An analysis of 2018 publications related with medical NLP points out a rich and outstanding research year. Research works addressed indeed important topics related to the robustness and reproducibility of methods and results, and they provided several datasets which can be usable in works to come. Some NLP methods prove to be mature and useful for other applications (information retrieval, diagnosis of speech pathologies and dementias, generation of imaging reports, etc.). As the research advances, we expect that other application domains may become concerned. In 2018, researchers addressed some novel issues and used original approaches. However, more classical issues and approaches cover a wide range of research questions and provide interesting and exploitable results.
